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Abstract: The ravaging pandemic caused by SAR-CoV-2, a member of β-coronaviruses, marks the 
end of the year 2019. Despite being identified and classified at the earliest stage, the virus records 
worldwide soaring transmissibility, morbidity, and mortality. Global data have shown the infection 
with SARS-CoV-2 to be severe among at least 15% of the infected; the aged and those with 
premorbid conditions like cancer, cardiovascular, and respiratory diseases. The highest prevalence 
and mortality are seen in the Americas, with African countries least affected. Severe respiratory 
distress and multiorgan failure are the usual findings in severe cases. A hyperinflammatory, fulminant, 
hypercytokinemia that is often further complicated by hypercoagulopathy and multiorgan failure has 
been reported extensively among severely infected patients. Scientists describe hyper-activated 
immune response mediated by macrophages secreting copious amounts of interleukin (IL)-6 forming 
the epicenter of cytokine storm (CS), thereby perpetuating signaling cascade through JAK/Kinase 
pathway that yields a hypercytokinemia. Researchers globally are exploring JAK/kinase inhibitors, 
immunomodulatory (immunosuppressive) therapy, cytokines, and cytokine receptor blockers for CS 
management. In which interestingly some of these agents possess antiviral activity. Here, we 
reviewed published studies with their respective outcome. However, a lot needs to be done to address 
the CS of COVID-19 to avert its fatal outcome. 
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SARS-CoV-2: severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; ACE2: angiotensin-converting 
enzyme receptor 2; TMSPRS2: transmembrane serine protease 2; NAK: numb-associated kinases; 
JAK-STAT: Janus kinase-signal transducer and activator of transcription; NF-κβ: nuclear 
factor-kappa beta; IFN-γ: interferon gamma; TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor alpha;; NLRP3: NLR 
(nod-like receptor) family pyrin domain containing 3 

1. Introduction 

In December 2019, Wu and coworkers reported an index case of SARS-CoV-2 [1]. The World 
Health Organization (WHO) flag the noble coronavirus pneumonia disease 2019 (COVID-19) as a 
pandemic in the first quarter of 2020 [2]. The SARS-CoV-2 is an acute infection, transmitted from 
person to person through respiratory droplets [3]. Lymphopenia and ground-glass opacities on 
complete blood count and computed tomography (CT) respectively are the usual findings [4]. 
Morphologically, the SARS-CoV-2 is pleomorphic [5], enveloped, single-stranded RNA virus [6]. 

The SARS-CoV-2 has spikes (S, S1, S2, and receptor binding domain/RBD), envelope (E), 
membrane (M) and nucleocapsid (N) structural proteins encoded by RNA sequence. Two 
overlapping open reading frames (OFRs) encode its sixteen non-structural proteins (OFR1a and 
OFR1b) encoded by replicase/transcriptase genes [7,8]. The S protein located on the surface is 
utilized in the viral entry; highly immunogenic and stands tall for vaccine design. However, 
biochemical mimicry with human proteins was reported in all the thirty-seven protein vaccine targets 
of SARS-CoV-2; this may explain autoimmunity as a compounding factor in COVID-19 [9]. 

Since the advent of COVID-19 clinicians manage cases using different classes of drugs which 
include antiviral agents, convalescent plasma, , anti-inflammatory agents, immunomodulatory drugs, 
monoclonal antibodies, corticosteroids, chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine to mention but a    
few [10]. These drugs were employed in different combinations with varying results. The infectivity 
and mortality of COVID-19 infection put global health care at distress, shutting down economies and 
wellbeing, never known before. However, the prospects of pharmacotherapy against SARS-COV2 
are not within the scope of this paper. 

The COVID-19 represents the worst disaster that hit the human race in recent times. The 
morbidity, mortality and financial crises know no bounds worldwide. The work of scientists and 
clinicians continues to be stretched through treatment uncertainties, vaccine development 
complexities and advancement of cytokine storm (CS) fatalities. In this review, we discussed the 
overview of the spectrum of immune responses, innate and specific to SARS-CoV-2, the 
pathophysiology and therapeutic strategies in the treatment of COVID-19 CS, which form the 
backbone of this paper, with references to ongoing clinical trials globally. 

2. Host responses to SARS-COV-2 

The SARS-CoV-2 viruses utilize their trimeric spike glycoprotein to bind the peptidase domain 
of angiotensin-converting enzyme receptor 2 (ACE2) avidly for onward viral attachment to gain 
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entry into the host cells [11]. In addition to ACE2, SARS-CoV-2 S protein require priming by 
transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2). An inhibitor of TMPRSS2 blocks SARS-CoV-2 
infection of the pneumocytes [12]. SAR-CoV shares 88.6% homology of its receptor-binding domain 
with SARS-CoV-2 [8], but recorded low cross-reactivity of monoclonal antibodies of SAR-CoV 
against SARS-CoV-2. Similarly, anti-SAR-CoV monoclonal antibodies do not inhibit SARS-CoV-2 
viral entry using the ACE2 [11]. 

Scientists report similar and varied findings regarding immune responses to COVID-19, which 
fit in the puzzle to provide a larger picture of the cumulative evidence of this discovered infectious 
disease. The role of non-specific immunity to SARS-CoV-2 is not clear-cut. Some researchers 
believe that BCG vaccination offers a protective role to COVID-19; globally, different countries 
enroll in clinical studies to verify BCG’s putative effect. However, countries like Brazil prove the 
contrary, having a national BCG program for over half a century yet ranked among the worst 
countries hit by the COVID-19 [13]. 

2.1. Non-specific host defense against SARS-CoV-2 

Pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2, like other respiratory viruses upon successful infection, 
specialized cell surface and cytosolic pattern-recognition factors of professional and non-professional 
antigen-presenting cells recognize SARS-CoV-2 specific antigens and activate adaptor proteins that 
subsequently activate transcription factors to facilitate the production of cytokines and chemokines, 
which aid recruitment of immune effector cells. The SARS-CoV-2 commonly infects alveolar 
macrophages, type I and II pneumocytes and induced secretion of CXCL1, CXCL5, interferon 
gamma-induced protein 10 (IP10/CXCL10), interleukin (IL)-6 and monocyte chemoattractant 
protein-1 (MCP-1/CCL2) [14,15]. 

Hadjadj and coworkers reported low interferon (IFN)-α, deficient IFN-β expression with 
associated increase viral load in the peripheral blood of patients with severe COVID-19 [16]. 
Similarly, in another study macrophages in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid of patients with severe 
COVID-19 lack expression of IFN-α [17]. Studies found a distinct immune cell population between 
mild and severe cases of COVID-19. In a single-cell RNA sequencing and viral track analysis on 
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid from mild and severe cases of COVID-19, researchers reported a good 
population of alveolar macrophages, plasmacytoid dendritic cells, ZNF683hi CD8+ T cells among the 
mild cases. However, NK cells, neutrophils, FCN1+ monocytes, and monocyte-derived SPP1+ 
macrophages, and naïve CCR7+ CD4+ T cells were prevalent among severe COVID-19 cases [17]. 

Investigators stage COVID-19 based on innate immune features they studied using flow 
cytometry and single-cell RNA sequencing of blood samples from COVID-19 cases. Severe 
COVID-19 is characterized by a low level of non-classic CD14LowCD16High monocytes and 
accumulation of the classical CD14HighCD16LowHLA-DRLowCD161+ monocytes, besides a vast 
number of CD10LowCD101−CXCR4+ immature neutrophils and copious secretion of calprotectin 
(S100A8/S100A9). Mild cases of COVID-19 recorded preservation of CD14lowCD16high 
non-classical monocytes, CD10highCD101+ mature neutrophils, and HLA-DRhigh CD169+ CD141− 
classical monocytes. They classify the high level of calprotectin, neutrophilia, and loss of 
non-classical monocytes as poor prognostic factors for COVID-19 [18]. 
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2.2. Specific host defenses against SARS-CoV-2 

Humeral and cell-mediated immunity to SARS-CoV-2 was documented in patients with 
COVID-19. Both anti-SARS-CoV-2 T cells and IgG are more pronounced against the S protein of 
the SARS-CoV-2 rather than membrane or nucleoprotein. Besides, anti-S IgG has displayed 
neutralizing activity against the SARS-CoV-2. Furthermore, antibody titers in convalescent patients 
vary significantly over a wide range. Some patients are devoid of immunoglobulin class switching 
and deficient in viral-neutralization; despite having T cell-specific immunity to SARS-CoV-2 S 
protein [19]. In a nutshell, the existence of the severe disease in the presence of active humoral and 
cell-mediated immunity entails that the immune system actively participates in the pathogenesis of 
COVID-19. 

2.2.1. Antibody response to SARS-CoV-2 

Humeral immune response forms a cardinal pillar in defense against viral diseases and forms a 
basis for diagnosis. Hence, antibody response in SARS-CoV-2 cannot be an exception. IgM and IgA 
specific to pathogens are detected in the second week of infection, while antigen-specific IgG 
appeared in the serum after the second week. The circulating S-specific CD4+ T cell polarization was 
found to be skewed towards T follicular helper cells, signifying their role in the humoral immune 
response [20]. Recently, scientists find the sensitivity of IgA and IgG enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assays (ELISA) as 87.9% and 84.8%, respectively, among patients with polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR), confirm COVID-19. In the above-mentioned study, patients with severe COVID-19 express 
significantly more S1 antigen-specific antibodies than patients with moderate disease. All patients 
with moderate and severe COVID-19 attain seroconversion for both IgA and IgG after the second 
week of infection [21]. 

In another study, researchers employ ELISA, chemiluminescence microparticle immunoassays 
(CMIA), and colloidal-gold lateral-flow immunoassays (LFIA) to study SARS-CoV-2 S1 specific 
total antibody, IgM, and IgG in the serum of PCR confirm COVID-19 patients. Humeral immune 
response was detected from 6 days post-onset succeeded by a decrease in serum viral load. 
Sensitivities of the antigen-specific antibodies peak after two weeks post-onset. The researchers 
found no difference in sensitivity or specificity between the assay types used to detect SARS-CoV-2 
S1 among the studied population for each specific antibody [22]. However, scientists reported 
persistent negative serological tests in PCR confirmed COVID-19 patients up to six weeks at the 
time of reporting. COVID-19 patients have a median seroconversion for total antibodies, IgM, and 
IgG as 11, 12, and 14 days respectively [23]. 

SARS-CoV-2 viral shedding among the mild patients is restricted to the respiratory system, and 
viral RNA disappears from their serum ten days post-onset; they also have lower antigen-specific 
IgM expression. In contrast, patients with severe COVID-19 have higher IgM expression and 
disseminated viral shedding in tissues for three to six weeks post-onset. IgM appears after the 
ninth-day post-onset and remains detectable in most patients. Antibodies to SARS-CoV cross-react 
with SARS-CoV-2 but not MERS. Patients with severe COVID-19 express more neutralizing 
antibodies than the milder cases, yet the neutralizing antibodies appear from the tenth day of onset in 
both scenarios. Convalescent sera from SARS-CoV-2 were found to block viral entry but not from 
SARS-CoV or MERS [8]. 
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2.2.2. Cell-mediated immune response to SARS-CoV-2 

Coordination of a detectable humoral immune response with distinct class switching to yield 
antigen-specific IgG signifies the existence of cell-mediated immunity coordinated by CD4+ helper T 
cells. Nevertheless, cytotoxic CD8+ T cells are essential to viral immunity. From the discussions 
above, it is glaring that both arms of cell-mediated immunity are functional in COVID-19. A study 
describes the presence of viral-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in COVID-19 patients and links the 
decline of the CD8+ subset with a poor prognosis. Besides rebound CD8+ T cell ratio after treatment 
correlates with better disease outcome, this phenomenon is deficient in patients that lack treatment 
response [24]. 

Scientists reported the existence of multifunctional SARS-CoV-2 specific CD107a+CD4+ T cells 
with stem-like memory phenotype at convalescence among mild and asymptomatic patients, also 
among close contacts with no detectable anti-SARS-CoV-2. In contrast, the acute phase 
SARS-CoV-2 CD38+HLA-DR+Ki-67+PD-1+CD8+ T cells are proactive cytotoxic lymphocytes also 
expressing CCR7−CD27+CD28+CD45RA−CD127−, found among acute, moderate, and severe 
COVID-19 patients [20]. 

Another study describes the presence of SARS-CoV-2 specific CD8+ T cells in all patients 
triage for intensive care admission but found SARS-CoV-2 specific CD4+ T cells in 80% of the same 
group of patients. They describe the presence of SARS-CoV-2 reactive T cells in 20% of the healthy 
population, possibly demonstrating cross-reactivity with other common coronaviruses. The T cell 
response is predominantly to the S protein of the SARS-CoV-2, mostly in the form of Th1, then Th2, 
and Th17 to a lesser extent [25]. Figure 1 describes the different immune cells that are peculiar to the 
clinical status of the COVID-19 patient’s status. 
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Figure 1. The host immune responses to SARS-CoV-2. Stages of infection with 
SARS-CoV-2 display different immune cell phenotypes. (a) Patients with severe 
COVID-19 experience high viral load, low level of non-classical monocytes 
(CD14LowCD16High monocytes), high level of classical monocytes 
(CD14HighCD16LowHLA-DRLowCD161+), immature neutrophils, and a high level of 
serum SARS-CoV-2 S1 specific IgM. (b) While the mild COVID-19 patients’ immune 
cells phenotypes are made up of alveolar macrophages, plasmacytoid DCs, mature 
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neutrophils, the average population of classical and non-classical monocytes, and a low 
level of SARS-CoV-2 S1 specific IgM. (c) Red (clinical disease) acute COVID-19 
patients, whether mild, moderate, or severe, have T cells with characteristic phenotype: 
CCR7−CD27+CD45RA−CD127CD38+HLA-DR+Ki-67+PD-1+CD8+ T cells. Green 
(sub-clinical disease) COVID-19 patients that are in the convalescent phase also 
asymptomatic carriers have sera that are populated by CD107a+CD4+ T cells with a 
stem-like memory phenotype. Dendritic cell (DC), Noble coronavirus pneumonia disease 
2019 (COVID-19), severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). 

Remy and colleagues analyzed peripheral blood mononuclear cells expression of cytokines 
using ELISpot of patients with PCR confirm COVID-19, while septic patients and other medical and 
surgical patients in the ICU that are not positive for SARS-CoV-2 serve as their control. They show 
that COVID-19 patients have remarkable immunosuppression from a reduced number of immune 
cells and functionally defective T cells and monocytes, which will explain the fatal outcome of 
COVID-19 rather than the acclaimed CS. They theorize the role of immunostimulatory therapy like 
IL-7 to possess a potent ameliorative effect in COVID-19 patients. Local cytokine assay within the 
lung tissue may discard this conclusion [26]. Another study reported normal monocyte counts among 
ICU patients with COVID-19 [4]. 

3. Cytokine storm 

In Meta and colleagues' correspondence, they likened a late severe presentation of COVID-19 
patients with secondary hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (sHLH), a hyperinflammatory 
syndrome associated with hypercytokinemia and multiorgan failure usually initiated by viral 
infections [27]. CS is an unregulated and disseminated hyperinflammatory response (immune 
dysregulation) to pathogens from persistent activation of lymphocytes, monocytes, and macrophages, 
thereby yielding an endothelial dysfunction, vascular damage and metabolic dysregulation 
orchestrated by hypercytokinemia (pro-inflammatory)—establishing systemic inflammation setting 
in motion multiple organ failure that is often fatal [28,29]. 

Zhang et al. outlined two CS pathogenesis mechanisms. First, patients prone to CS have genetic 
mutations in proteins responsible for clearing perforins released from cytotoxic cells (CD8+ T cells 
and NK cells). Hence, clearance of checkpoints by the cytotoxic target cells ensured, thereby 
favoring positive feedback on cytokines release by macrophages and T cells giving rise to CS. The 
loss of negative feedback mechanism on the release of the inflammatory response to infection, cancer, 
or drugs leads to CS in the second proposed mechanism, but what causes the feedback mechanism 
failure is unknown [30]. 

Yang and co-workers describe another pathway, therein proinflammatory cytokines like tumor 
necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), IFN-γ, IL-6 and IL-2 secreted by macrophages and T cells in response 
to SARS-CoV-2 infection activate NF-κβ and Janus kinase-signal transducer and activator of 
transcription (JAK/STAT) signaling pathways, thereby establishing a positive feedback mechanism 
of  proinflammatory cytokines secretion and the subsequent establishment of CS [31]. 

IL-6 activations of JAK-STAT inflammatory pathway stands as the vital coordinator of the   
CS [28]. The binding of IL-6 to secretory (soluble) IL-6 receptor activates the trans-signaling of the 
IL-6 signaling pathway, which initiates a pro-inflammatory response. In contrast, IL-6 binding to 
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membrane-bound IL-6r activates classical signaling that produced an anti-inflammatory response. 
Both classical and trans-signaling of IL-6 ensure the phosphorylation of tyrosine residues in the 
cytoplasmic part of the gp130-associated Janus kinases of the IL-6r, which binds transcription factor 
signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3). STATs attached to the receptor 
subsequently translocate into the nucleus as STAT3-dimers being products of Janus kinases 
phosphorylation to effect STAT-specific gene expression [32]. STAT-3 induced the expression of IL-6, 
IL-17A, IL-17F, IL-22, IL-26, MCP-1, IL-10 and TGF-β, but downregulate the expression of IL-12, 
IFN-γ and TNF-α [33]. 

Studies conducted by Wang and colleagues pointed to the accumulation of SARS-CoV-2 
infected macrophages hypersecreting IL-6 in the lung tissue as the pivotal cells behind the CS in 
COVID-19 [34,35]. Zhang and coworkers use flow cytometry to describe a large population of 
monocytes with CD14+CD16+CD80+CD206+ phenotype in patients’ peripheral blood with severe 
COVID-19 in the ICU, secreting copious amounts of IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α. They hypothesize that 
these monocytes are the potent initiators of CS that usually resulted in acute respiratory distress 
syndrome (ARDS), coagulopathy, and death among COVID-19 patients [36]. 

Huang and coworkers use real-time PCR and next-generation sequencing to analyze patients’ 
cytokines profile with confirmed COVID-19. They discover a cytokines profile for patients in the 
ICU to possess a high level of TNF-α, IL-2, IL-7, IL-10, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating 
factor (GM-CSF/CSF2), CXCL10, MCP-1, and macrophage inflammatory protein 1 alpha 
(MIP-1α/CCL3) [37], a profile similar to that reported for sHLH [27]. Another study reported a 
direct correlation between COVID-19 disease severity with CXCL10, CCL7, and IL-1ra cytokine 
levels. Besides, CXCL10 and CCL7 increased levels correlate well with disease progression [38]. 
Severe cases present with an elevated level of C-reactive protein (CRP) and IL-6 [39]. 

A study of admitted patients with COVID-19 shows that patients with severe disease had 
markedly raised CRP and procalcitonin levels on admission but develop raised serum levels of IL-6, 
ferritin, and fibrin degradation product (FDP/D-dimer) while hospitalized. Interestingly, no 
COVID-19 predilection was reported among infants and children with immunosuppression, unlike 
obesity [40]. The indifference of COVID-19 among immunosuppressed and healthy children to attain 
a severe outcome signify that active immunity is not enough to curtail the infection. 

Caricchio and coworkers have shown that COVID-19 CS is likened to monocyte activation 
syndrome (MAS) and HLH, but failed short of certifying the criteria for either of the two. Therefore, 
for diagnosis of CS in COVID-19 patients, scientists rely on laboratory findings that indicate 
inflammation, cell death, tissue damage, and prerenal electrolyte imbalance—above measured within 
twenty-four hours of the first week of admission before attaining CS. These criteria have a sensitivity 
of 85% and specificity of 80%; it helps the researchers to predict potential severe cases and those 
with the mortal outcome [35]. 

4. Immunopharmacology of CS in COVID-19 

CS severely complicates SARS-CoV-2 infection; its diagnosis, prevention, and treatment form a 
vital pillar in treating COVID-19 patients. Many immunopharmacological therapies are on trial 
globally, including Janus kinase inhibitors, IL-6 inhibitors, IL-1r antagonists, and colchicine, which 
will be highlighted in this review. The pathogenesis of COVID-19, along with different 
immunopharmacological targets for CS, are depicted in Figure 2 below. Other immunotherapies on 
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the lookout not covered in this review include corticosteroids, sphingo-1-phosphate receptor agonists, 
and type I/II IFN inhibitors [7]. However, despite the call for TNF-α inhibitors clinical study against 
COVID-19 CS, there are paucity of such clinical trials on clinicaltrials.gov. Nevertheless, phase 2 
clinical trial of infliximab (TNF blocker) on severe COVID-19 patients had commenced in June 
2020 in the USA [41]. 

 

Figure 2. The immunopharmacology of COVID-19 cytokine storm. A simplified 
schematic diagram of COVID-19 CS considering SARS-CoV-2 infection pathogenesis 
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and a possible site for immuno-pharmacological agent’s targets. (a) SARS-CoV-2 utilizes 
ACE2 in association with TMSPRS2 to penetrate pneumocytes, epithelial, and 
endothelial cells. NAK proteins are also needed to facilitate endocytosis of the virus 
across the lipid-bilayer into the cytoplasm—mechanism not shown in the figure. 
Baricitinib and ruxolitinib block Nab proteins, thereby inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 
internalization into the human cells. Viral recognition by the epithelial cells results in 
activation of NF-κβ and NLRP3 inflammasome with the resultant secretion of antiviral 
cytokines, mainly type I interferons. The interferons activate macrophages to secrete a 
tremendous amount of interleukin (IL)-6 with resultant activation of neutrophils, 
macrophages, monocytes, and T lymphocytes. (b) The IL-6 activates JAK/STAT pathway 
to upregulate the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, which function as growth 
factors and chemotactic agents to more immune cells, thereby establishing the CS. 
Tocilizumab blocks both secreted and membrane-bound IL-6. Baricitinib and ruxolitinib 
block JAK/STAT signaling. IL-1 is another potent pro-inflammatory cytokine that 
facilitates CS, but anakinra is a synthetic blocker of IL-1 receptors. Glucocorticoids, 
immunoglobulins and stem cells are other immunotherapeutic agents for CS not shown in 
the Figure 2 above. Cytokine storm (CS), Noble coronavirus pneumonia disease 2019 
(COVID-19), severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), 
angiotensin-converting enzyme receptor 2 (ACE2), transmembrane serine protease 2 
(TMSPRS2), numb-associated kinases (NAK), Nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-κβ), NLR 
(nod-like receptor) family pyrin domain containing 3 (NLRP3), The Janus kinase-signal 
transducer and activator of transcription (JAK-STAT). 

4.1. Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies in the treatment of CS 

A huge body of literature is piling up regarding clinical trials using monoclonal antibodies to 
treat SARS-CoV-2 associated CS. The majority of the clinical trials are taking place in the USA, 
France, Italy, Spain, China, Russia, Belgium, Greece, Denmark and others in that order [42]. As 
reviewed by Patel et al. a total of 65 clinical trials target IL-6 (inhibitors), which represent close to 
50% of all monoclonal antibody clinical trials for COVID-19 CS, followed by clinical trials on 
non-monoclonal antibody inhibitors especially, Anakinra (IL-1ra inhibitor) with eight ongoing 
clinical trials and GM-CSF inhibitors having a record of seven trials. Other monoclonal antibody 
clinical trials target other proinflammatory cytokines, chemokines, receptors, adhesion molecules, 
complement products and growth factors [42]. Tocilizumab and sarilumab are among the monoclonal 
antibodies used in targeting IL-6 in COVID-19 CS [43]. 

4.1.1. Tocilizumab 

Tocilizumab is a humanized monoclonal antibody that binds and inhibits both secreted and 
membrane-bound IL-6, also inhibits JAK-STAT or MAPK/NF-κβ-IL-6 signaling pathway. FDA 
licensed tocilizumab for stage II clinical trials of COVID-19 [44]. Syam and colleagues reported a 
case of a diagnosed patient of COVID-19 with an elevated level of IL-6 and hyperferritinemia which 
was treated effectively with a course of tocilizumab [45]. Suresh and coworkers reported on case 
series in Pennsylvania of three middle-aged females; two out of the three women were intubated. All 
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the three have a clinical and laboratory diagnosis of COVID-19 CS, thereof relieved from CS after 
receiving two doses of intravenous tocilizumab [46]. 

In another case report, a 58-year old patient with ulcerative colitis, diagnosed with clinical, 
laboratory and radiological diagnosis of COVID-19 did well on standard care and remdesivir, which 
clear the viral load. Nevertheless, later deteriorated with elevated IL-6 level, raised CRP and fever. 
However, upon the institution of tocilizumab and other supportive therapy, the patient recorded an 
improvement in lung function and general stabilization [47]. Other case reports documented 
promising results with tocilizumab on COVID-19 CS therapy [48,49]. 

In a small sample size study report, patients with severe COVID-19 were treated with two doses 
of tocilizumab in addition to standard-of-care—hydroxychloroquine, oseltamivir, and azithromycin 
or moxifloxacin. Patients show remarkable improvement in clinical and laboratory parameters (CS 
amelioration) [50]. A retrospective study of severe COVID-19 patients placed on tocilizumab and 
intubation did not report a superior outcome compared to those who received an interleukin-1 
inhibitor (anakinra), probably compounded by the critical nature of the patients [51]. Ramiro and 
colleagues study the effect of intravenous tocilizumab with or without methylprednisolone among 
severe COVID-19 patients with CS in the Netherlands. Patients on tocilizumab, methylprednisolone 
and standard-of-care reported significantly less invasive mechanical ventilation and recorded less 
mortality than the control group [52]. 

4.2. Janus kinase inhibitors 

As stated above the SARS-CoV-2 CS is characterized by hypercytokinemia and fulminant 
inflammation in which the JAK-STAT signaling pathway plays a pivotal role. Hence, scientists view 
JAK-STAT signaling inhibitors like baricitinib, ruxolitinib, and fedratinib as essential biologics in 
managing CS. Among the three JAK/STAT inhibitors mentioned, baricitinib has better dosing and 
milder side effects [53]. The entrance of SARS-CoV-2 needs numb-associated kinases (NAK): 
adaptor complex protein 2 (AP2)-associated protein kinase (AAK1) and cyclin G-associated kinase 
(GAK), which regulated the receptor-mediated cell entry of the SARS-CoV-2. Besides, ruxolitinib 
blocks AAK1 and baricitinib blocks, both AAK1 and GAK [53].  

4.2.1. Baricitinib 

Recently, Cantini and coworkers undertake a pilot study on patients with clinical and 
laboratory-confirmed diagnoses of mild to moderate COVID-19 in Alessandria, Italy. Patients 
received baricitinib with lopinavir, ritonavir, and hydroxychloroquine. At the same time, the control 
group received all treatments except baricitinib. At the end of two weeks, the baricitinib-treated 
group shows significant improvement in clinical and laboratory parameters being considered, with 
no adverse effect reported [54]. The study excludes severe cases, the category that experiences CS. 
However, the ability of baricitinib to inhibit JAK1/JAK2 non-selectively will be beneficial to the 
excluded group. Another more robust baricitinib randomized control trials commence May 7, 2020 in 
the United Kingdom [55], we hope to see a desirable outcomes from this study in the future. 
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4.2.2. Ruxolitinib 

Ruxolitinib is another JAK1/JAK2 inhibitor licensed for psoriasis, myelofibrosis, and 
rheumatoid arthritis by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Likewise, ruxolitinib inhibits 
NAK, which the SARS-CoV-2 uses for endocytosis and replication [56]. A multicenter, single blind, 
randomized controlled trial was undertaken in China among adult patients with a confirmed severe 
COVID-19 diagnosis. The treatment group received ruxolitinib with standard-of-care for 14 days, 
while the control group received standard-of-care with vitamin C. The treatment group shows rapid 
clinical improvement, and the majority shows chest CT improvement, lymphopenia recovery, with 
no mortality. The control group recorded 14.3% mortality; forty-four out of the forty-eight analyzed 
cytokines declined except CCL3, G-CSF, IFN-α2, and IL-1α. However, all cytokines expression 
were downregulated among the treatment group. Moreover, the levels of IL-6, nerve growth factor 
(NGF)-β, IL-12 (p40), macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), CCL3, CCL4, and vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) were significantly lowered among the treatment group than the 
control group [57]. 

4.3. Anakinra 

As discussed above, pro-inflammatory cytokines drive the pathogenesis of CS; hence IL-1r 
blockade is thoughtful. The Anakinra is a recombinant IL-1r antagonist that down-regulates 
pro-inflammatory cytokines like IL-1α and IL-1β through the blockade of the Interleukin-1  
receptor [58]. A retrospective cohort study among moderate and severe COVID-19 patients outside 
ICU with CS syndrome was conducted in Milan, Italy, to assess anakinra’s effect. The above patients 
received hydroxychloroquine, lopinavir, and ritonavir as standard-of-care, while the study group 
received additional high dose anakinra. They reported a decline of CRP and ferritin, a decreased 
likelihood to use invasive ventilation, and increase survival among the high-dose anakinra study 
group. No significant difference was observed for bacteremia between the study and control group. 
Overall low-dose anakinra has no associated health benefits in this study [59]. 

4.4. Colchicine 

The robust immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory and antiviral properties of colchicine in 
COVID-19 have been described. Besides, FDA licensed colchicine for the treatment of gout [60]. 
Presently, clinicaltrials.gov registered twenty-four clinical trials of colchicine therapy in 
SARS-CoV-2 infection [61]. A matched cohort study of confirmed severe COVID-19 patients was 
conducted in the USA. The study group received colchicine in addition to standard of care, while the 
control group received standard of care, which consists of hydroxychloroquine, azithromycin, 
remdesivir, and tocilizumab—for those with a diagnosis of the CS. At two weeks, no significant 
difference in outcome was observed between the study and control groups. At the end of the fourth 
week, patients in the study group were five times more likely to be discharged from the hospital than 
controls, and three mortalities occur in the study group compared to eleven among the control  
group [62]. Tocilizumab might have an additive effect when combining with colchicine, but 
extensive studies are needed to make such a conclusion. 
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4.5. Stem cells 

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), being adult stem cells, are sourced from bone marrow, 
umbilical code tissue, or fat; they are self-renewing capable of differentiating into different cell types. 
MSCs are immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory capable of dampening activated T cells and 
macrophages with resultant induction of regulatory phenotypes. MSCs also have a vital role in 
controlling CS through the inhibition of pro-inflammatory cytokines secretions [7]. Of note, MSCs 
inhibit T cell proliferation and differentiation, induce T cells apoptosis and induce production of 
IL-10, which cumulatively block proinflammatory response. While MSCs when co-cultured with 
macrophages they induce their differentiation to M2 phenotypes that express a huge amount of IL-10. 
Together, the above immunomodulatory, mechanisms were harnessed for the treatment of COVID-19 
CS targeting T cells and macrophages, which are the key cells behind the storm. Hence, FDA has 
approved the utilization of MSCs in the treatment of COVID-19 CS [63]. Reports from  
experimental and phase 1 clinical trials have shown promising results with MSCs therapy in 
COVID-19 CS [64]. At present, 78 clinical trials are registered at clinicaltrials.gov with three trials 
already at phase III [65]. 

4.6. Glucocorticoids 

Corticosteroids are ubiquitous agents discovered almost a century ago and have been widely 
used, their immunosuppressive properties are especially put to use in so many disease conditions, 
however, it is important to always bear in mind the spectrum of their adverse effects, which are not 
discussed here [66]. Hydrocortisone, prednisolone and dexamethasone are readily available as 
over-the-counter glucocorticoids in most countries globally. Dexamethasone in addition to 
standard-of-care was shown to reduce mortality by 33% in the UK among COVID-19 patients on 
ventilators when compared to patients that receive standard-of-care only [67]. As Ramiro and 
co-workers reported in their prospective study, patients on parenteral methylprednisolone with or 
without tocilizumab in addition to standard-of-care were shown to have significantly lower 
mechanical ventilator use and lower hospital death compared to controls who are on the 
standard-of-care [68]. Quite a handful of clinical trials were at various stages in developed countries 
consistently reporting significant result on glucocorticoid’s role in the management of COVID-19  
CS [69]. Despite the promising results of glucocorticoids in COVID-19 management, alarming 
complications are being reported from secondary mucormycosis infection that is fatal [70–73]. 

4.7. Immunoglobulins 

Intravenous immunoglobulins (IVIg) were initially employed empirically in the treatment of 
moderate to severe COVID-19. The IVIg is composed primarily of IgG pooled from thousands of 
healthy donor’s plasma [74]. The immunoglobulins here function by inhibiting activation of 
proinflammatory cells; blocking the expression of proinflammatory cytokines and complement, 
facilitating the expression of anti-inflammatory cytokines, tilting Th1/Th2 balance in favor of Th2. 
The IVIg have recorded some promising results in the outbreak of severe viral diseases recently, also 
COVID-19 [75]. Therefore, IVIg here is principally employed to shut down hyper-inflammatory  
CS [74,76]. In a retrospective multi-center study in China, early administration of IVIg was shown to 
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improve the outcome of the severely infected COVID-19 patients, in which CS provide the target for 
the IVIg [77]. 

 

5. Limitations and prospects 

The classes of drugs employed in the treatment of COVID-19 associated CS each has their 
limitations, which needed to be taken into consideration when using it. Another major limitation is in 
the presentation of CS, which is present among severe cases of COVID-19, if compounded by 
premorbid conditions among which mortality is high, knowing for real the efficacy of CS treatment 
will be impossible. As such, one will not understand the actual outcome. We presented the overview 
of CS management and the huge number of clinical trials going on globally, we expect these trials to 
translate into effective management of COVID-19 CS, especially with promising preliminary results 
obtained. A combination of these treatment modalities may likely provide a better outcome, as lower 
doses may have lower adverse effect while yielding combine additive beneficial effect. Calabrese has 
reviewed the prospects of immunotherapy in COVID-19 CS [78]. 

6. Conclusions 

Patients with severe COVID-19 infection from SARS-CoV-2 are prone to cytokine storm, a 
fulminant hypercytokinemia that yields hyperinflammatory systemic response resulting in 
multiorgan failure. Several immunomodulatory anti-inflammatory pharmacological agents are under 
clinical trial globally to curtail this menace. However, early diagnosis and treatment of cases are of 
paramount significance. 
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